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Goes behind the rumors to discuss the truth about Whitewater, Vince Foster's suicide, and other

White House scandals, explaining how these alleged scandals have been exploited, White House

reaction, and the future of the presidency. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.
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Stewart is a terrific reporter and a clear writer. Very well done exploration of the Clinton scandals,

objective but direct. Stewart tries to let the facts tell the story but his comments when made are

balanced and fair, critical when appropriate but also careful to point out when criticisms are just not

supported by the facts. Caution: the book ends before the Starr report was published so the book

does not cover everything you might be expecting. Monika and her stained dress do not appear.

An interesting book now during the election year. An objective account of the Clintons and some of

the episodes that got them into trouble. It gives a new perspective on HRCÃ¢Â€Â™s Ã¢Â€Âœvast

right wing conspiracy,Ã¢Â€Â• that was worth reading since I hadnÃ¢Â€Â™t paid attention before.

It's a very non-partisan view of what occurred both before and during the Clinton presidency. Very

eye opening account from all different angles.



book and delivery were received as described very quickly

This is a well documented book about the Clintons. It is especially fascinating reading before the

upcoming election in November.

Great read! How anyone can take Hillary seriously as a presidential candidate after reading this

defies logic.

The book reveals a lot of evil deeds the Clinton's perpetrated. Everyone should read this book

before voting for our next president.

Rereading "primary colors" after 20 years'more experience with the Clintons leaves me with a

collection of impressions.First, how cheap these people are. The Whitewater loan the got them in

trouble was only somewhere in the five digits. Most of the smarmy financial transactions executed

by their friends in the banks, savings and loans, and real estate business were likewise small

change. How petty!Secondly, how readily they lied. Even when the truth would not have been all

that terrible, they instinctively chose to lie. There is a quote about New York times reporter Gerth

concerning Hillary denying that she had been had outside help making her fantastic, 10,000% return

on a commodity investment. "Some weeks later, Gerth asked a White House official involved why

heÃ¢Â€Â™d been given such a preposterous explanation in the first place. The official paused.

Ã¢Â€ÂœThe first instinct from everybody from Arkansas,Ã¢Â€Â• he said, Ã¢Â€Âœis to lie.Ã¢Â€Â•A

third impression is how the Clintons managed to irritate even the New York Times and the

Washington Post, to publications that really should have supported them. The times in the post were

competing to dig out the Whitewater story. So much for the claim of a "great right-wing conspiracy."

And it raises the question of what has happened to the objectivity of these two publications

themselves in the intervening 20 years. I do not observe any such a zeal in pursuing Obama's tall

tales, or Benghazi.James Stewart seems to bend over backwards to be fair. He describes the

media's reluctance to get involved in Bill Clinton's notorious sex life. Everybody knew about it, but

they had also known about FDR's, Kennedy's, and Johnson's infidelities. Stewart discusses how

they agonized over the decision of when such activity truly interfered with the president's

performance in office. Bill and Hillary bought people's silence through job offers and sweetheart

loans from friends, and coerced it via threats. That activity went over the line.I recommend this book

as a primer when reading the spate of books about Hillary Clinton in 2016. It is the same person.



The amounts of money involved are vastly larger  in the 90s she could never have dreamed

of $225,000 per speech  but the lack of any moral inhibition is totally the same.
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